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Nuform Building Technologies Inc. is an inno-
vative quality-driven building technologies compa-
ny. Since the introduction of CONFORM® (formerly
Royal Building SystemsTM) in 1992, the product
has received global recognition for its approach
in providing an innovative solution to the con-
struction industry.
CONFORM is a patented polymer-based stay-in-
place formwork for concrete walls. The extruded
components slide and interconnect together to cre-
ate a concrete formwork. The result is perma-
nent, attractive, and pre-finished concrete walls
that can be easily constructed in any climate. 
CONFORM is composed of numerous modular
components for 100mm, 150mm and 200mm 
(4”, 6” and 8”) concrete walls that can be assem-
bled to suit any wall layout, whether you are build-
ing a vehicle wash, an agricultural facility or a
large industrial building.

CONFORM requires no painting, and resists ultra-
violet radiation. The polymer components will not
decay or deteriorate over a lifespan that can be
measured in decades. Furthermore, CONFORM
is highly durable, virtually maintenance free,
impervious to weather, and  energy efficient.
CONFORM is manufactured using ‘R3’ extrusion
technology as an environmentally friendly prod-
uct. The polymer components contain over 55%
recycled content and are recyclable, energy effi-
cient, mold and mildew resistant and non-toxic.
CONFORM offers complete design flexibility and
an innovative building product that is easy to
maintain, friendly to the environment, and built
to last. Whether you are a developer, contractor,
architect, engineer, or designer you can find attrac-
tive and cost effective solutions for your next proj-
ect with CONFORM.

© Copyright 2012 Nuform Building Technologies Inc.
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form or 
by any means without written permission from Nuform Building Technologies Inc.
All other products, names and services are trademarks or registered trademarks 
of their respective companies.
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This Engineering Guide has been prepared by Nuform
Building Technologies Inc. (NUFORM®) to assist engi-
neers and architects in understanding the engineering
design procedures for walls constructed using 
CONFORM®. It is a part of our continuing effort to pro-
vide current and practical information to users of 
CONFORM.
The Engineering Guide provides information on the fol-
lowing aspects of walls using CONFORM components:
• Wall Materials
• Wall Properties
• Building Code Requirements for Walls
• Structural Design of Concrete Walls
• Temporary Construction Conditions 
Also included in the guide are illustrative design exam-
ples of walls with CONFORM in various applications.

In addition to the Engineering Guide, the following guides
are also available to assist in designing and building your
projects using CONFORM.
• Technical Guide
• Construction Guide
Although every effort has been made to ensure that all
the information, provided in the Engineering Guide, is
factual and that the numerical values are accurate and
consistent with current engineering practice, NUFORM
does not assume any liability for errors or oversights
resulting from the use of information contained in this
guide. Anyone making use of the information provided in
these guides assumes all liability arising from such use.

1. Introduction
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(1) The CF8i components are pre-insulated with 54 mm (2.13") of polyurethane insulation.
The insulation cavity is on the exterior side of the wall and is protected from the interior with the non-combustible concrete core.

CONFORM® consists of rigid polymer components that
serve as permanent formwork for concrete walls including
bearing walls, non-bearing walls, shear walls, retaining
walls, foundation walls and many other types of walls.
The extruded components slide and interlock together to
create continuous formwork for monolithic concrete walls.
The two faces of the wall formwork are connected together
by continuous webs that create hollow rectangular compo-
nents. The webs are punched with holes to allow the con-
crete to flow between the components. The hollow CON-
FORM components are erected and filled with concrete,
in-situ, to provide a monolithic concrete wall. The CON-
FORM components remain in place after the concrete is
placed and provide a durable polymer finish.

Concrete is placed with the CONFORM components in
their final vertical position. This method of concrete wall
construction is unique and allows slender concrete walls
to be constructed in the vertical position. Typically, slen-
der concrete walls are built using precast or tilt-up construc-
tion methods where the walls are cast in a horizontal posi-
tion and then lifted into their final vertical position.
CONFORM provides permanent pre-finished formwork
to create functional, economical concrete walls with many
benefits. The CONFORM components are manufactured
to suit the required wall heights and are site assembled or
pre-assembled to suit any building configuration. Benefits
of using CONFORM include speed of construction, flexi-
bility of design, and overall economy of use.
There are four types of CONFORM as identified in
Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1.

2.1 General 2.1 Genera l

2. CONFORM®
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Fig. 2.1: CONFORM

CF4 CF6 CF8 CF8i(1)



Table 2.1: CONFORM Types

Walls using CONFORM components are suitable for
both conventional height concrete walls (unsupported
length not greater than 25 times the wall thickness) and
slender concrete walls (walls with unsupported lengths
from 25 to 65 times the wall thickness). The walls can be
designed to accommodate a wide range of axial, wind
and seismic load conditions, using the equations that
were developed for conventional and slender concrete
walls. The equations are found in concrete design stan-
dards, concrete textbooks and concrete design hand-
books for insulating concrete forms (ICF), precast and tilt-
up wall construction.

The thickness of a wall with CONFORM is usually less
than the thickness used for a conventionally formed wall,
for most applications. The slenderness of the wall is a
major consideration in the design of the wall. The con-
crete design standards have specific sections that govern
slender walls. The design of slender walls is based on a
second-order analysis considering material non-linearity
and cracking, as well as the effects of member curvature
and lateral drift, duration of the loads, shrinkage and
creep, and interaction with the supporting foundation.
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CONFORM Wall Thickness Concrete Quantity
Overall (Nominal)

150 mm (6”)

200 mm (8”)

Concrete Core Insulation
--

--
--

Wall Area/m3

11.1 m2

7.2m2

5.4m2

Wall Area/yd3

91 ft2

59 ft2

CF4

CF6
CF8
CF8i

200 mm (8”)

100 mm (4”) 95 mm (3.74”)
145 mm (5.71”)

44 ft2

61 ft27.5m2140 mm (5.47”) 54 mm (2.13”)
195 mm (7.68”)



Walls with CONFORM are comprised of three materials:
concrete, CONFORM polymer components and steel
reinforcing bars.

2.2.1 Concrete
Concrete comprises more than 90% (by mass and vol-
ume) of the walls. The architect or engineer shall specify
the concrete mix required for each specific project.
Concrete mix recommended for the walls is a pump mix
with a minimum 28-day concrete strength of either 20 MPa
(3000 psi) or 25 MPa (3500 psi) for freeze-thaw conditions.
The concrete strength is selected to suit the wall applica-
tion and the applied loads. The maximum water to
cement ratio is 0.55 to provide a high cement content for
workability. The recommended coarse aggregate size is
10 mm (3/8") maximum and the recommended slump is
100 to 125 mm (4" to 5") at the point of discharge in order
to suit the required workability of the concrete. Air entrain-
ment is required when the concrete will be exposed to
freeze thaw action.
Placement of concrete occurs directly from the top of
the CONFORM components using a concrete pump and 3"
discharge hose. The concrete is deposited cell by cell
along the wall directly from the hose or with a hopper type
chute in order to reduce the concrete spillage. Typically,
the concrete will not flow along the wall more than 1.0 m
(3') laterally, due to the webs of the components, regard-
less of the wall height. The height of the wall does not
affect the placement methods since the small cells of the
CONFORM components act as drop chutes (elephant
trunk effect). The results of field tests indicate that the con-
crete can be dropped over 9 m (30') vertically without seg-
regation, and there is no significant difference in aggre-
gate gradation at the base of the wall compared to the top
of the wall.(2)

Consolidation of concrete in walls with CONFORM is
achieved through the vibration of the components, which
occurs during concrete placement and by manual methods.
The results of field tests indicate that none or very little
additional mechanical vibration is required depending on
the concrete mix and method of placing. The vertical
placement of the concrete, the use of a flowable pump
mix and the action of the falling concrete on the webs all
combine to create vibration that is sufficient to avoid hon-
eycombing and entrapped air. At the top of walls and
around embedded items, additional manual vibration is
required using a rubber mallet to gently tap the forms.
Internal mechanical vibrators are seldom used but small
external vibrators are used on a very limited basis depending
on the concrete mix, concrete placement method, quantity
of reinforcing steel, embedded items and site conditions.
Excessive vibration can lead to high hydrostatic pres-
sures on the polymer components and may cause
blowouts for high walls. 
Curing of concrete in walls with CONFORM does not
require any special consideration. The polymer encase-
ment does not allow the concrete to dry prematurely.
Samples taken from walls indicate excellent curing and
only the top surface of the wall is exposed to potential
drying.

2.2 Materials 2.2 Mater ia ls

(2) Trow Report No. BRBS-0006542-H, September 27, 2001
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2.2.2 Polymer
The polymer is a rigid, Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) based,
composite material specifically developed to suit the 
co-extrusion process that is used in the manufacture 
of the hollow CONFORM components. Based on test
results, the ultimate tensile strength of the polymer is
40.0 MPa (5750 psi) and the modulus of elasticity is 3150
MPa (0.456 x 106 psi).
The polymer components provide permanent formwork,
exposure protection and pre-finished wall surfaces. The
two faces of the components are held together by webs.
The webs are cored at 83.3 mm (3.28") on center and the
components are fabricated to align the coring between
components. Approximately 50% of the concrete is
monolithic at the webs and at the joints between compo-
nents. Tests have shown that the confinement of the con-
crete by the polymer enhances the ductility of the wall
under seismic conditions.

2.2.3 Steel Reinforcing Bars
Conventional deformed steel reinforcing bars are used
for walls with CONFORM. The steel reinforcing bars are
added when required for structural strength and deflec-
tion control of the concrete walls. Commonly, the steel
reinforcing bars have a yield strength of 400 MPa (60,000
psi) and a modulus of elasticity of 200,000 MPa (29.0 x
106 psi).
Vertical bars in short walls are held in place by tying the
bars to the foundation dowels and to the top webs of the
CONFORM components. Vertical bars in tall slender
walls are held in place by wire hoops that are tack weld-
ed or wire tied to the bars at 3 m (10') on center and fit-
ted diagonally across the hollow cells of the CONFORM
components. Vertical bars are spaced to suit the center of
the cells in the box connector or panel components.
Typically, this results in a bar spacing of 333 mm (13") or
500 mm (20") on center. (Refer to figure 2.2)
Horizontal bars in walls are placed through the coring in
the webs of the CONFORM components. The horizontal
bars, in lengths up to 5 m (16'), are placed as a wall is
erected, and are lapped with adjacent bars. The horizon-
tal bars are tied to the vertical bars or webs where possi-
ble. Horizontal bars are spaced to suit the coring in the
webs of the CONFORM components. Typically, this
results in a bar spacing of 250 mm (10"), 333 mm (13"),
417 mm (16") or 500 mm (20") on center. (Refer to figure
2.3)
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Fig. 2.2 Vertical Reinforcing Bars

Fig. 2.3 Horizontal Reinforcing Bars
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Top of Wall
45mm (13/4”) 
Minimum

Spacing Varies at Multiple of
83.3mm (31/4”)

Wire Ties

CONFORM

Reinforced at both
Faces with each Bar on
Seperate Hoops and
Offset in Adjacent cells

Reinforced at
Both Faces of
Concrete

Reinforced at one
Face of Concrete

Reinforced at
Centerline
of Concrete

EQ 35 (13/8”) 35 (13/8”)

EQ 35 (13/8”) 35 (13/8”) 35 (13/8”)
25mm (1”) Concrete
Cover Typical

EQ EQ 44 (13/4”) 44 (13/4”) 44 (13/4”)
44 (13/4”) 44 (13/4”)

Placement Hoop Track Welded to Rebar

#12 Wire x Diameter
CF4 CF6 CF8 CF8i
132mm 171mm 214mm 166mm
(51/8”) (63/4”) (83/8”) (61/2”)



CONFORM® is composed of box connector and panel
components that interlock and are filled with concrete.
The physical properties of walls with CONFORM are
determined for the overall wall, the concrete placed in the
wall and the polymer components. 
• The physical properties of the polymer are based on 

a design face thickness of 2.54 mm (0.100") and a design
web thickness of 1.83 mm (0.072"). The physical 
properties of the concrete are based on the total area
less the area of polymer using a face thickness of 
2.54 mm (0.100") and an average web thickness of 
2.03 mm (0.080"). The change in the web thickness
takes into accounts the web tolerances from extrusion
and results in:
Awall > Ap+ Ac

• The design width of the concrete, bc, equals the total 
concrete area divided by the concrete thickness.
bc = 

• The radius of gyration, r, equals the square root of the
moment of inertia divided by the area.
r = 

The physical properties of walls with CONFORM in met-
ric units and imperial units are given in Tables 3.1 to 3.4.

3.1 General 3.1 Genera l

3. Properties of Walls with CONFORM®

Imperial Metric Definition
Ac = horizontal area of concrete sec-

tion 
Ac vert = area of concrete at web coring

per unit height of wall
Acoring = area of single core in polymer

web
Ap = area of polymer section

Awall = total area of wall
bc = design width of concrete section
bp = design width of polymer section

bwall = total width of wall
bcoring = width of coring in polymer web
hcoring = height of coring in polymer web

Imperial Metric Definition
Ig = moment of inertia of gross con-

crete section
Ip = moment of inertia of polymer 

section
rc = radius of gyration of concrete 

section
rp = radius of gyration of polymer

section
Sc = section modulus of concrete

section
Sp = section modulus of polymer

section
tc = thickness of concrete section
tp = total thickness of polymer sec-

tion
tpf = thickness of polymer face
tpw = design thickness of polymer web
twall = total thickness of wall
wwall = total weight of wall

3.0 Notat ion3.0 Notation

Actc

IA
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Table 3.1 CF4 - Physical Properties of Wall

- 47.6 lb/ft2

- 3.94 in
- 12.0 in per foot
- 47.24 in2 per foot
- 3.94 in
- 12.0 in per foot
- 0.100 in
- 0.072 in
- 3.32 in2 per foot
- 5.79 in3 per foot
- 11.39 in4 per foot
- 1.85 in
- 3.74 in
- 11.42 in per foot
- 42.67 in2 per foot
- 26.58 in3 per foot
- 49.66 in4 per foot
- 1.08 in
- 3.66 cores per foot
- 2.30 in
- 2.50 in
- 5.11 in2

- 18.70 in2 per foot

Imperial ValuesMetric Values

- 2.28 kN/m2

- 100 mm
- 1000 mm per metre
- 100000 mm2 per metre
- 100.0 mm
- 1000 mm per metre
- 2.54 mm
- 1.83 mm
- 7029 mm2 per metre
- 311.2 103 mm3 per metre
- 15.56 106 mm4 per metre
- 47.05 mm
- 94.9 mm
- 951.8 mm per metre
- 90322 mm2 per metre
- 1428.9 103 mm3 per metre
- 67.82 106 mm4 per metre
- 27.40 mm
- 12 cores per metre
- 58.3 mm 
- 63.5 mm
- 3299 mm2

- 39588 mm2 per metre

Properties
Overall Wall

wwall
twall
bwall
Awall

Polymer
tp
bp
tpf
tpw
Ap
Sp
Ip
rp

Concrete
tc
bc
Ac
Sc
Ig
rc

coring
hcoring
bcoring
Acoring
Ac vert

Fig. 3.1

Fig. 3.1a
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3 GRIDS @ 333.33mm = 1000.000mm

twall = 100mm tpf = 2.54 t = 2.03
(tpw = 1.83)

100

25
58.3
25

63.5

3 GRIDS @ 13.12” = 39.37”

twall = 3.94” tpf = 0.100” t = 0.080”
(tpw = 0.072”)

3.94”

0.98”
2.30”
0.98”

2.50”



Table 3.2 CF6 - Physical Properties of Wall 

- 3.45 kN/m2

- 150 mm
- 1000 mm per metre
- 150000 mm2 per metre
- 150.0 mm
- 1000 mm per metre
- 2.54 mm
- 1.83 mm
- 7293 mm2 per metre
- 497.7 103 mm3 per metre
- 37.33 106 mm4 per metre
- 71.54 mm
- 144.9 mm
- 955.8 mm per metre
- 138498 mm2 per metre
- 3345.2 103 mm3 per metre
- 242.39 106 mm4 per metre
- 41.84 mm
- 12 cores per metre
- 58.3 mm 
- 109.7 mm
- 5847 mm2

- 70164 mm2 per metre

- 72.1 lb/ft2

- 5.91 in
- 12.0 in per foot
- 70.87 in2 per foot
- 5.91 in
- 12.0 in per foot
- 0.100 in
- 0.072 in
- 3.45 in2 per foot
- 9.26 in3 per foot
- 27.34 in4 per foot
- 2.82 in
- 5.71 in
- 11.47 in per foot
- 65.43 in2 per foot
- 62.22 in3 per foot
- 177.50 in4 per foot
- 1.65 in
- 3.66 cores per foot
- 2.30 in
- 4.32 in
- 9.06 in2

- 33.15 in2 per foot

Imperial ValuesMetric ValuesProperties
Overall Wall

wwall
twall
bwall
Awall

Polymer
tp
bp
tpf
tpw
Ap
Sp
Ip
rp

Concrete
tc
bc
Ac
Sc
Ig
rc

coring
hcoring
bcoring
Acoring
Ac vert

Fig. 3.2a
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Fig. 3.2
3 GRIDS @ 333.33mm = 1000.000mm

twall = 150mm tpf = 2.54 t = 2.03
(tpw = 1.83)

150

25
58.3
25

109.7

3 GRIDS @ 13.12” = 39.37”

twall = 5.91” tpf = 0.100” t = 0.080”
(tpw = 0.072”)

5.91”

0.98”
2.30”
0.98”

4.32”



Table 3.3 CF8 - Physical Properties of Wall

- 4.62 kN/m2

- 200 mm
- 1000 mm per metre
- 200000 mm2 per metre
- 200.0 mm
- 1000 mm per metre
- 2.54 mm
- 1.83 mm
- 7599 mm2 per metre
- 698.0 103 mm3 per metre
- 69.80 106 mm4 per metre
- 95.84 mm
- 194.9 mm
- 957.8 mm per metre
- 186686 mm2 per metre
- 6071.8 103 mm3 per metre
- 591.76 106 mm4 per metre
- 56.3 mm
- 12 cores per metre
- 58.3 mm 
- 150.0 mm
- 8241 mm2

- 98892 mm2 per metre

- 96.5 lb/ft2

- 7.87 in
- 12.0 in per foot
- 94.49 in2 per foot
- 7.87 in
- 12.0 in per foot
- 0.100 in
- 0.072 in
- 3.59 in2 per foot
- 12.98 in3 per foot
- 51.11 in4 per foot
- 3.77 in
- 7.67 in
- 11.49 in per foot
- 88.20 in2 per foot
- 112.94 in3 per foot
- 433.34 in4 per foot
- 2.22 in
- 3.66 cores per foot
- 2.30 in
- 5.91 in
- 12.77 in2

- 46.72 in2 per foot

Fig. 3.3

Fig. 3.3a
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Properties
Overall Wall

wwall
twall
bwall
Awall

Polymer
tp
bp
tpf
tpw
Ap
Sp
Ip
rp

Concrete
tc
bc
Ac
Sc
Ig
rc

coring
hcoring
bcoring
Acoring
Ac vert

Metric Values Imperial Values

3 GRIDS @ 333.33mm = 1000.000mm

twall = 200mm tpf = 2.54 t = 2.03
(tpw = 1.83)

200

25
58.3
25

150.0

3 GRIDS @ 13.12” = 39.37”

twall = 7.87” tpf = 0.100” t = 0.080”
(tpw = 0.072”)

7.87”

0.98”
2.30”
0.98”

5.91”



Table 3.4 CF8i - Physical Properties of Wall 

- 3.41 kN/m2

- 200 mm
- 1000 mm per metre
- 200000 mm2 per metre
- 200 mm
- 1000 mm per metre
- 2.54 mm
- 1.83 mm
- 10620 mm2 per metre
- 628.2 103 mm3 per metre
- 73.29 106 mm4 per metre
- 83.08 mm
- 138.9 mm
- 961.7 mm per metre
- 133577 mm2 per metre
- 3092.5 103 mm3 per metre
- 214.79 106 mm4 per metre
- 40.10 mm
- 12 cores per metre
- 58.3 mm 
- 109.7 mm
- 5847 mm2

- 70164 mm2 per metre

- 71.2 lb/ft2

- 7.87 in
- 12.0 in per foot
- 94.49 in2 per foot
- 7.87 in
- 12.0 in per foot
- 0.100 in
- 0.072 in
- 5.02 in2 per foot
- 11.68 in3 per foot
- 53.67 in4 per foot
- 3.27 in
- 5.47 in
- 11.54 in per foot
- 63.11 in2 per foot
- 57.52 in3 per foot
- 157.29 in4 per foot
- 1.58 in
- 3.66 cores per foot
- 2.30 in
- 4.32 in
- 9.06 in2

- 33.15 in2 per foot

Metric Values Imperial Values

Fig. 3.4

Fig. 3.4a
(3) Minimum value at non-foamed face.
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Properties
Overall Wall

wwall
twall
bwall
Awall

Polymer
tp
bp
tpf
tpw
Ap
Sp(3)

Ip
rp

Concrete
tc
bc
Ac
Sc
Ig
rc

coring
hcoring
bcoring
Acoring
Ac vert

3 GRIDS @ 333.33mm = 1000.000mm

twall = 200mm tpf = 2.54 t = 2.03
(tdesign = 1.83)

143.48

25
58.3
25

109.7

3 GRIDS @ 13.12” = 39.37”

twall = 7.87” tpf = 0.100” t = 0.080”
(tdesign= 0.072”)

5.65”

0.98”
2.30”
0.98”

4.32”

56.52

2.22”



The local building codes will specify buildings and con-
struction materials to be combustible or non-combustible,
and fire rated or non-fire rated, depending on the use and
occupancy associated with each wall and each building.
The walls with CONFORM® are governed by the type of
construction that is required to meet the fire performance
specified by the building codes. 
Walls using CONFORM components as a stay-in-place
formwork can be used in all types of construction. The
walls are designed as plain concrete walls or steel rein-
forced concrete walls in accordance with CSA A23.3 or
ACI 318. The polymer is not considered a structural compo-
nent but it will enhance the behavior of the wall. Refer to Table
4.6 of the CONFORM Technical Guide for the fire resist-
ance of walls with CONFORM. 

The building codes specify requirements for wall cladding
and wall finishes.
The polymer finished concrete wall has a flame spread rating
of 25 or less and a smoke developed classification of 350
or less, using the ULC S102.2 Test Method and a flame
spread rating of 25 or less and a smoke developed clas-
sification of 450 or less, using the ASTM E84 Test
Method. The properties of the finished wall meet the code
requirements of most interior finish applications and the
CONFORM surface can be left exposed(4).
The polymer material is a combustible covering and is
acceptable as an exposed exterior cladding for many
applications. The polymer is not permitted as a finished
covering where non-combustible cladding is specified by
the building codes. In these cases, the exterior CON-
FORM surface must be covered with a non-combustible
cladding. Typically, this occurs adjacent to property lines
and depends on the building setback and the percentage
of openings. It is necessary to consult the local building
codes or local building officials to confirm the wall finish
requirements for use, occupancy and setback. Also refer
to the CONFORM Technical Guide. 

The local building codes or design standards will specify
the structural load conditions, load values and load com-
binations that must be considered in the design of walls.
These loads are analyzed to determine the effects on the
wall as illustrated in Figures 4.1 and 4.2

Fig.4.1: Wall Forces commonly analyzed for Walls

Fig. 4.2: Wall Forces commonly analyzed at Openings in Walls

4.1 Use and Occupancy Requirements

4.2 Wall Finish Requirements

4.3 Structural Requirements

4. Building Code Requirements for Walls

(4) The numerical fire ratings and test results set out herein, are not intended to reflect hazards presented by any Nuform Building Technologies Inc. products, including CONFORM,
under actual fire conditions.  These ratings are determined by small scale tests conducted by independent testing facilities using the CAN/ULC or ASTM test standard.  NUFORM
provides these results for product comparison purposes only.  Like other combustible materials (e.g. wood), CONFORM made of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) will burn but only when
exposed to an external heat source. When ignited, PVC may produce dense smoke which may be toxic.  Proper fire safety considerations, require proper design of a facility and the
fire suppression systems used, as well as necessary precautions during construction and occupancy.  Local codes, insurance requirements and any special needs of the product
user, will determine the correct fire rating and fire suppressions system necessary for a specific installation.
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4.3.1 Axial Loads
Axial loads include the superimposed dead load and live
load from floors or roofs. Typically, the weight of wall
above mid-span is applied as a concentrated axial load at
the top of the wall. The self-weight of the wall is consid-
ered since it represents a significant contribution to the
axial load and increases the P-Δ effect of slender walls. 

4.3.2 Flexural Moments
Flexural moments are combined with axial loads in the
design of the walls. Flexural moments may result from
loads suspended from the face of the wall, from loads
applied with an eccentricity at the top of the wall, or from
initial curvature during erection.
Lateral loads on walls result in a flexural moment and 
are caused by wind conditions or seismic conditions at 
a specific building location. 
The wind load for a wall is specified as the algebraic sum
of the external and internal pressures on the walls. The
minimum recommended lateral load for exterior and inte-
rior walls is 0.50 kPa (10 psf).
The seismic load for walls is specified as a function of the
seismic acceleration, the wall weight and other factors. 
It should be noted that the screws recommended as 
fasteners for non-bearing walls, provide a non-ductile 
connection which requires a higher seismic coefficient
than ductile connections. The screws are only acceptable
in regions of low seismic loads.

4.3.3 Shear Loads
For walls that are part of the primary structural system or
main force resisting system, the wind loads and seismic
loads are calculated in accordance with the local building
codes and applicable standards.
The resulting shear forces are distributed to the walls based
on the building configuration, wall stiffness and torsional
effects. 

4.3.4 Design Factors
The current structural design standards use factored
loads and member resistance (reduced nominal strength)
to determine the structural acceptability of members. In
Canada, this is called Limit States Design (LSD) and in
the USA, the Load and Resistance Factor Design
(LRFD).
Canadian standards specify a factor of 1.25 or 0.90 for
dead loads, 1.5 for live loads and snow loads, 1.4 for
wind loads and 1.0 for seismic loads. The resistance fac-
tor is 0.65 for concrete and 0.85 for steel reinforcement
as specified in CSA A23.3.
In the USA, the ASCE-7 Standard specifies a factor of 1.2
or 0.9 for dead loads, 1.6 for live loads, 1.6 for wind loads
and 1.0 for seismic loads. The resistance factor or
strength reduction factor, specified for concrete, varies
for different load effects, i.e. flexure, shear, etc. The
strength reduction factors should be taken from ACI 318.
The design factors that may apply to concrete walls are
briefly summarized in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3 Design Factors 

Canada USA

Dead Load 1.25 or 0.90 1.2 or 0.9
Live Load 1.5 1.6
Wind Load 1.4 1.6 (1.0*)
Seismic Load 1.0* 1.0*

Flexure 0.85 0.90
Compression 0.65 0.65
Shear 0.65 0.75
Plain concrete 0.65 0.55

* strength level load
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The structural design of concrete walls must be per-
formed in conformance with local building codes and the
applicable concrete design standard. In Canada, the
applicable design standard is CSA Standard A23.3,
Design of Concrete Structures and in the USA, the appli-
cable design standard is ACI 318, Building Code
Requirements for Reinforced Concrete.
Both of these standards use factored loads and member
resistance for the design of concrete walls. In Canada,
this is called Limit States Design (LSD) and in the USA,
Load Resistance Factor Design (LRFD). The two stan-
dards have minor variations in the resistance factors and
load factors but the designs by both standards are essen-
tially identical. The strength values noted in this guide are
resistance strength values that are evaluated against the
effects of factored loads. Refer to Section 4.3.4 of this
guide, for a discussion of the load and resistance factors.

The design procedures for walls that consider the 
CONFORM® components, as a formwork only, are docu-
mented in the concrete standards and in concrete design
handbooks, The design requirements and equations are
readily available from the CSA and ACI standards as well
as from handbooks and textbooks for Precast Concrete,
Insulating Concrete Forms and Tilt-Up Concrete
Construction. Due to the polymer components, the design
procedures for vertical shear must take into account the
reduced concrete area at the joints between the compo-
nents, i.e. at the coring in the webs of the components. 

5.1 General 5.0 Notat ion

5. Structural Design of Concrete Walls
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Imperial Metric Definition
Ac = horizontal area of concrete section
Acv = area of concrete at web coring

( Avf ) As = area of steel reinforcing bars
d = depth to centroid of reinforcement
e = eccentricity of axial load measured

from centerline
Ec = modulus of elasticity of concrete
EIc = stiffness of concrete section
f’c = specified compressive strength 

of concrete at 28 days
fy = yield strength of steel reinforcment
I = moment of inertia
Ic = moment of inertia of concrete 

section
k = effective length factor

( lc ) lu = vertical clear distance between 
supports mm (in)

Mcr = cracking moment

Imperial Metric Definition
(φMn) Mr = factored moment resistance
(φMnr) Mrc = factored moment resistance of

concrete
( Pu ) Pf = factored axial load
(φPn) Pr = factored axial load resistance

Q = first moment of inertia of wall 
at outer most vertical joint

r = radius of gyration mm (in)
( h ) t = thickness of member mm (in)
( hc ) tc = thickness of concrete section

vf = longitudinal shear stress
( Vu ) Vf = factored shear 
( φVn ) Vr = factored shear resistance
( φVnh/c ) Vrh/c = horizontal factored shear resist-

ance of plain concrete
( φVnr/c ) Vrv/c = vertical factored shear resistance

of plain concrete
µ = coefficient of friction

( φ ) φc = resistance factor for concrete

5.0 Notat ion5.0 Notation



The concrete design standards include sections that deal
with the design of concrete walls subject to axial loads with
and without flexure. The combined effects of axial load,
flexural moment and additional P-Δ effects govern the wall
design. Walls must have a slenderness ratio not greater
than 200 (klu/r ≤ 200 or lu/t ≤ 65).
The standards state that members require a detailed analy-
sis of the factored forces and moments using a second order
analysis that considers material non-linearity and cracking,
as well as the effects of member curvature, lateral drift, dura-
tion of the loads, shrinkage, creep and the interaction with
the supporting foundation. Refer to CSA A23.3, clause
10.13 and ACI 318, clause 10.10. 
The design is based on strain compatibility and equilibrium
using material resistance factors and material properties. The
design method using a second order analysis is applicable to
all walls under all load conditions. However, the concrete
design standards also include some simplified design meth-
ods that are conservative approximations compared to the
second order analysis method. The simplified methods are
subject to limitations as outlined in the standards. The sim-
plified design methods are summarized in Figure 5.1 and
Figure 5.2. 
The selection of the applicable design method for a given
wall is at the discretion of the professional engineer respon-
sible for the structural integrity of the structure. The selec-
tion should be based on the specific project requirements,
the applicable building codes and standards and an analy-
sis of the wall to determine the mode of behaviour. The sim-
plified design methods are outlined briefly below but the
reader should refer to the appropriate concrete design
standard for a complete discussion of the methods.

5.2.1 Plain Concrete Walls (e ≤ t/6)
An Empirical Design Method is given for axial load capacity.
The wall capacity is governed by compression stresses since
the concrete is not in tension. This method is limited to walls
with a slenderness ratio not greater than 60 (klu/r ≤ 60 or lu/t≤ 20) and with the resultant of all factored loads within the
middle third of the total wall thickness, (e ≤ t/6). The mini-
mum thickness is 190 mm (7.5") for foundation walls, fire-
walls, party walls, and exterior basement walls. Refer to
CSA A23.3, clause 22.4 or ACI 318, clause 22.6.

5.2.2 Plain Concrete Walls (e > t/6)
A Strength Design Method is given for axial and flexural load

capacity. The wall capacity is governed by the compression
and tension stresses, to ensure that the concrete remains
uncracked. This method is limited to walls with a slenderness
ratio not greater than 60 (klu/r ≤ 60 or lu/t ≤ 20) and the result-
ant of all factored loads outside the middle third of the total
wall thickness, (e > t/6). The minimum eccentricity is 0.10t.
Refer to CSA A23.3, clause 22.4.1 or ACI 318, clause 22.5.

5.2.3 Reinforced Concrete Walls (e ≤ t/6)
An Empirical Design Method is given for axial load capacity.
The wall capacity is governed by the compression stresses
since the concrete is not in tension. For bearing walls, this
method is limited to walls with slenderness not greater than
75 (klu/r ≤ 75 or lu/t ≤ 25) and the resultant of all factored
loads within the middle third of the total wall thickness, (e ≤ t/6).
The minimum thickness is 190 mm (7.5") for walls that
retain earth and foundation walls, 150 mm (6") for cast in
situ walls and 100 mm (4") for precast or tilt-up walls. For
nonbearing walls, this method is limited to walls with a slen-
derness ratio not greater than 100 (klu/r ≤ 100 or lu/t ≤ 30)
and a minimum thickness of 100 mm (4"). Refer to CSA
A23.3, clause 14.2 or to ACI 318, clause 14.5.

5.2.4 Reinforced Concrete Walls (e > t/6)
A Moment Magnification Method is given for combined
axial and flexural load capacity. The combined axial and
flexural compressive stress in the concrete and the tensile
stress in the steel reinforcing bars govern the wall capacity. A
magnifier to account for slenderness effects is used to
increase the flexural moment. This method is limited to walls
with slenderness not greater than 100 (klu/r ≤ 100 or lu/t ≤
30). Refer to CSA A23.3, clauses 10.14 and 10.15 or ACI
318, clauses 10.10.5 and 10.10.6.

5.2.5 Reinforced Concrete Walls (slender)
A Moment Magnification Method is given for flexural load
capacity when the axial loads are not significant. The fac-
tored axial stress shall be less than 0.09φcf’c, for CSA
A23.3 and less than 0.06 f’c, for ACI 318. This ensures that
the flexural compression stresses in the concrete and the
flexural tension stresses in the steel reinforcing bars govern
the wall capacity. A magnifier to account for slenderness
effects is used to increase the flexural moment. For walls
with one mat of reinforcement, this method is limited to walls
with slenderness not greater than 150 (klu/r ≤ 150 or lu/t ≤
50). For walls with a mat of reinforcement near each face,
this method is limited to walls with slenderness not greater
than 200 (klu/r ≤ 200 or lu/t ≤ 65). The minimum thickness
is 140mm (5.5") for walls without stiffening elements. Refer
to CSA A23.3, clause 23.3 or to ACI 318, clause 14.8.

5.2 Design for Axial Loads and Flexure
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Fig. 5.1

Fig. 5.2

Design of Concrete Walls
CSA Standard A23.3

Steel Reinforced
ConcretePlain Concrete
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Design of Concrete Walls
ACI Standard 318

Steel Reinforced
ConcretePlain Concrete

< 75klcr
lut < 24

t6e < e > Rebar at
each face

PuAc
< 0.06 φc f’c
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22.6
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22.5
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Shear forces can occur in three directions in concrete
walls; transverse, horizontal and vertical. Refer to Figures
4.1 and 4.2
The shear design of concrete is specified in the CSA
A23.3 and ACI 318 concrete design standards. The use of
CONFORM components for the formwork of concrete
walls has a negligible effect on the transverse and hori-
zontal shear design. However, the vertical shear design is
affected by the polymer webs since the concrete is mono-
lithic, only at the coring.

5.3.1 Transverse Shear and 
Horizontal Shear
For walls designed as plain concrete the following equa-
tions are provided for transverse and horizontal shear
capacity, ignoring axial loads .
Vr =      (0.18 φc √ f’c Ac) (CSA A23.3 Eq. 22-2)

where φc = 0.65
φVn = φ √ f’c Ac (ACI 318 Eq. 22-9)

where φ = 0.55
For walls designed as steel reinforced concrete the following
are provided for transverse and horizontal shear capacity,
ignoring axial loads and shear reinforcement.
Vr = 0.18 φc √ f’c Acv (CSA A23.3 Eq. 11-6)

where φc = 0.65
φVn = φ 2 √ f’c Acv (ACI 318 Eq. 11-3)

where φ = 0.75

5.3.2 Transverse and Horizontal  
Shear at Construction Joints
At the base of walls or horizontal construction joints
between wall sections, the transverse and horizontal
shear is limited by the shear friction reinforcement.
Ignoring cohesion and axial loads the following is sug-
gested for the factored shear resistance.
Vr = φc Asfy µ (CSA A23.3 Eq. 11-24)

where φc = 0.65
µ = 0.60

φVn = φ Avffy µ (ACI 318 Eq. 11-25)
where φ = 0.75

µ = 0.60
5.3.3 Vertical Shear in Flexural
Members
Vertical shear occurs in wall headers that span horizon-
tally between supports over an opening, as shown in
Figure 4.2. Horizontal reinforcing bars are required for
flexure and the diagonal shear capacity as determined by
current standards for reinforced concrete of constant
thickness.
Vr = 0.18 φc √ f’c tc d (CSA A23.3 Eq. 11-6)

where φc = 0.65
φVn = φ 2 √ f’c tc d (ACI 318 Eq. 11-3)

where φ = 0.75
However, for headers constructed using the 
CONFORM components, it must be assumed that a verti-
cal crack due to shrinkage or temperature effects may
occur at the joints between the CONFORM components.
Therefore, vertical shear friction reinforcement, in addi-
tion to flexural reinforcement is required horizontally
across each vertical shear plane or joint between compo-
nents.
The shear reinforcement can be calculated using the area
of horizontal reinforcement and a concrete area equal to
80% of the coring area, which will allow for a 10 mm
(0.375") misalignment of the cores. Refer to Section 11.6
of CSA A23.3 or section 11.7 of ACI 318 or use the simplified
equations given in 5.3.2 above, for shear friction rein-
forcement only.
Vr = φc Asfy µ (CSA A23.3 Eq. 11-24)

where φc = 0.65
µ = 1.40

φVn = φ Avffy µ (ACI 318 Eq. 11-25)
where φ = 0.75

µ = 1.40

5.3 Design for Shear Forces
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It should be noted that the shear resistance is limited by
a maximum shear stress such that 
Vr ≤ 0.25 φc f’c (0.80 Ac vert) (CSA A23.3 cl 11.5.1)
and ≤ 7.0 φc (0.80 Ac vert) 

where φc = 0.65
φVn ≤ φ 0.2 f’c (0.80 Ac vert)  (ACI 318 cl 11.6.5)
and ≤ φ 800 (0.80 Ac vert)

where φ = 0.75

5.3.4 Vertical Shear in Shear Walls
For a wall subjected to horizontal shear forces, as shown 
in Figure 4.2, vertical bars are required for flexure and the
diagonal shear capacity is determined in accordance with
the concrete standards for plain and reinforced concrete.
However, the reduced concrete area of the coring at joints
between components will determine the vertical shear or
longitudinal shear capacity of the wall.
The maximum factored vertical shear is based on the maxi-
mum vertical tension from dowels or longitudinal bars or
based on the maximum longitudinal shear force at the
centroid of the wall where
Vf (vert) = 

Vf (vert) = Vf (vert) tc (d)
where d = height of the shear wall

for an uncracked monolithic wall, this equation becomes
Vf (vert) =                  (d)

where b = the length of the shear wall
The factored longitudinal shear resistance, for a wall with-
out horizontal bars, is based on the shear capacity for the
concrete area in the joints between components, which is
the area of the coring in the webs.
Vr =     0.18 φc √ f’c (0.80 Ac vert) (CSA A23.3 Eq. 22-2)

where φc = 0.65
φVn = φ √ f’c (0.80 Ac vert) (ACI 318 Eq. 22-9)

where φ = 0.55

The factored longitudinal shear resistance, for a wall with
horizontal bars, is based on the shear friction capacity at
the joints between components. Ignoring cohesion and
loads normal to the cross-section, the following is sug-
gested as factored shear resistance.
Vr = φc As fy µ (CSA A23.3 Eq. 11-24)

where φc = 0.65
µ = 1.40

φVn = φ Avf fy µ (ACI 318 Eq. 11-25)
where φ = 0.75

µ = 1.40

The physical properties of walls with CONFORM
designed as plain concrete are shown in Tables 5.3 to 5.6.
The values are based on the following equations:
Concrete Properties
• Mcr = fr Sc

where fr = 0.6  √ f’c (Metric)
fr = 7.5  √ f’c (Imperial)

• Mrc = 0.37 φc √ f’c Sc (Metric)
φMnc = φ 5  √ f’c Sc (Imperial)

• Vrh/c =     (0.18) φc √ f’c Ac (Metric)
where φc = 0.65

φVnh/c = φ √ f’c Ac (Imperial)
where φ = 0.55

• Vrv/c =      (0.18) φc √ f’c (0.8) Acvert (Metric)
where φc = 0.65

φVnv/c = φ √ f’c (0.8) Acvert (Imperial)
where φ = 0.55

5.4 Walls Designed as Plain Concrete
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Table 5.3 CF4 - Strength Properties of Wall
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Properties Metric Values per metre Properties Imperial Values per foot
Plain Concrete f'c = 20 MPa f'c = 3000 psi

Ec 20125 MPa Ec 3.122 106 psi
EIc 1364.9 109 N·mm2 EIc 155.0 106 lb·in2

Mcr 3.83 kN·m Mcr 909 ft·lb
Mr/c 1.54 kN·m φMn/c 333 ft·lb
Vrh/c 31.5 kN φVnh/c 1714 lb
Vrv/c 11.1 kN φVnv/c 601 lb

Plain Concrete f'c = 25 MPa f'c = 4000 psi
Ec 22500 MPa Ec 3.605 106 psi
EIc 1526.0 109 N·mm2 EIc 179.0 106 lb·in2

Mcr 4.29 kN·m Mcr 1050 ft·lb
Mr/c 1.72 kN·m φMn/c 385 ft·lb
Vrh/c 35.2 kN φVnh/c 1979 lb
Vrv/c 12.4 kN φVnv/c 694 lb

Fig. 5.3

Fig. 5.3a

3 GRIDS @ 333.33mm = 1000.000mm

twall = 100mm tpf = 2.54 t = 2.03
(tpw = 1.83)

100

25
58.3
25

63.5

3 GRIDS @ 13.12” = 39.37”

twall = 3.94” tpf = 0.100” t = 0.080”
(tpw = 0.072”)

3.94”

0.98”
2.30”
0.98”

2.50”



Table 5.4 CF6 - Strength Properties of Wall
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Properties Metric Values per metre Properties Imperial Values per foot
Plain Concrete f'c = 20 MPa f'c = 3000 psi

Ec 20125 MPa Ec 3.122 106 psi
EIc 4878.0 109 N·mm2 EIc 554.2 106 lb·in2

Mcr 8.98 kN·m Mcr 2128 ft·lb
Mr/c 3.60 kN·m φMn/c 780 ft·lb
Vrh/c 48.3 kN φVnh/c 2628 lb
Vrv/c 19.6 kN φVnv/c 1065 lb

Plain Concrete f'c = 25 MPa f'c = 4000 psi
Ec 22500 MPa Ec 3.605 106 psi
EIc 5453.8 109 N·mm2 EIc 639.9 106 lb·in2

Mcr 10.04 kN·m Mcr 2458 ft·lb
Mr/c 4.02 kN·m φMn/c 901 ft·lb
Vrh/c 54.0 kN φVnh/c 3035 lb
Vrv/c 21.9 kN φVnv/c 1230 lb

Fig. 5.4a

Fig. 5.4

3 GRIDS @ 333.33mm = 1000.000mm

twall = 150mm tpf = 2.54 t = 2.03
(tpw = 1.83)

150

25
58.3
25

109.7

3 GRIDS @ 13.12” = 39.37”

twall = 5.91” tpf = 0.100” t = 0.080”
(tpw = 0.072”)

5.91”

0.98”
2.30”
0.98”

4.32”



Table 5.5 CF8 - Strength Properties of Wall 
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Properties Metric Values per metre Properties Imperial Values per foot
Plain Concrete f'c = 20 MPa f'c = 3000 psi

Ec 20125 MPa Ec 3.122 106 psi
EIc 11908.9 109 N·mm2 EIc 1352.9 106 lb·in2

Mcr 16.29 kN·m Mcr 3868 ft·lb
Mr/c 6.53 kN·m φMn/c 1418 ft·lb
Vrh/c 65.1 kN φVnh/c 3543 lb
Vrv/c 27.6 kN φVnv/c 1501 lb

Plain Concrete f'c = 25 MPa f'c = 4000 psi
Ec 22500 MPa Ec 3.605 106 psi
EIc 13314.6 109 N·mm2 EIc 1562.2 106 lb·in2

Mcr 18.22 kN·m Mcr 4467 ft·lb
Mr/c 7.30 kN·m φMn/c 1638 ft·lb
Vrh/c 72.8 kN φVnh/c 4091 lb
Vrv/c 30.9 kN φVnv/c 1734 lb

Fig. 5.5

Fig. 5.5a

3 GRIDS @ 333.33mm = 1000.000mm

twall = 200mm tpf = 2.54 t = 2.03
(tpw = 1.83)

200

25
58.3
25

150.0

3 GRIDS @ 13.12” = 39.37”

twall = 7.87” tpf = 0.100” t = 0.080”
(tpw = 0.072”)

7.87”

0.98”
2.30”
0.98”

5.91”



Table 5.6 CF8i - Strength Properties of Wall 
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Fig. 5.6

Fig. 5.6a

Properties Metric Values per metre Properties Imperial Values per foot
Plain Concrete f'c = 20 MPa f'c = 3000 psi

Ec 20125 MPa Ec 3.122 106 psi
EIc 4322.6 109 N·mm2 EIc 491.1 106 lb·in2

Mcr 8.30 kN·m Mcr 1969 ft·lb
Mr/c 3.33 kN·m φMn/c 722 ft·lb
Vrh/c 46.6 kN φVnh/c 2535 lb
Vrv/c 19.6 kN φVnv/c 1065 lb

Plain Concrete f'c = 25 MPa f'c = 4000 psi
Ec 22500 MPa Ec 3.605 106 psi
EIc 4832.8 109 N·mm2 EIc 567.0 106 lb·in2

Mcr 9.28 kN·m Mcr 2273 ft·lb
Mr/c 3.72 kN·m φMn/c 834 ft·lb
Vrh/c 52.1 kN φVnh/c 2927 lb
Vrv/c 21.9 kN φVnv/c 1230 lb

3 GRIDS @ 333.33mm = 1000.000mm

twall = 200mm tpf = 2.54 t = 2.03
(tdesign = 1.83)

143.48

25
58.3
25

109.7

3 GRIDS @ 13.12” = 39.37”

twall = 7.87” tpf = 0.100” t = 0.080”
(tdesign= 0.072”)

5.65”

0.98”
2.30”
0.98”

4.32”

56.52

2.22”
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The permanent connection of a concrete filled wall using
CONFORM to structural steel framing members can be
accomplished with numerous conventional anchors.
Typically, non-bearing walls are connected to steel girts with
#14-10 x 3" screws, since these anchors are acceptable
to connect the empty CONFORM components to the
steel during erection. The spacing varies to suit the loads
and the maximum recommended spacing is 400 mm.
This anchorage method is non-ductile and is recom-
mended in earthquake Zone 1, (Seismic Load < 0.05 x
Dead Load). This anchorage must not be used for seismic
design methods or buildings in seismic zones, that
require ductile connections. 
Table 5.7 Fastener Design Capacity
   

5.5 Fasteners for Walls with 
CONFORM

(5) Trow Report No BRBS-0006542-B, November 29, 2001

Pullout Tension for #14-10 x 3” Screws(5)

Factored Tension Resistance (Tr) (φTn)
2.80 kN
(629 lbs)

Allowable Service Tension
1.87 kN
(420 lbs)
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This section discusses the design of the temporary con-
ditions that occur during construction with CONFORM®.
During construction, the empty CONFORM components
provide the formwork for the concrete and are subject to
internal hydraulic pressure from the wet concrete and to
external lateral forces from wind.
The design loads vary with the construction practices and
the specific site conditions. However, even when the
basic wall design and formwork are soundly conceived,
small differences in assembly details and pouring methods
may cause local weakness or overstress leading to partial
failure. Therefore, one of the most effective means of
achieving safety during the construction is to have com-
petent supervision during erection and concrete place-
ment. 

The CONFORM components provide permanent form-
work to resist the hydraulic pressure on both faces of the
wall. The webs tie the wall faces together and conven-
tional form ties or snap ties are not required. The ability of
the CONFORM components to resist the hydraulic pres-
sure is determined by the thickness of the faces of the
components. Based on the standard thickness of 2.54
mm (0.100") and the polymer properties, it is recom-
mended that the hydraulic pressure not exceed 29 kPa
(600 psf). 
The internal hydraulic pressure on the CONFORM com-
ponents from the wet concrete depends on several fac-
tors. In addition to the total height of the concrete to be
placed in the wall, the temperature and rate of vertical
placement of concrete will influence the development of
internal hydraulic pressure. If the temperature drops dur-
ing construction operations, the initial concrete set is
delayed and the rate of pour often has to be slowed to
prevent a buildup of lateral pressure. Likewise, placement
at a fast rate may not allow sufficient time for the initial
concrete set and the rate of pour often has to be slowed. 

6.1 General 6.2 Hydraulic Concrete Pressure

6. Temporary Construction Conditions for CONFORM®

Imperial Metric Definition
EIp = stiffness of polymer section
Ip = moment of inertia of polymer 

section
(φMn/p) Mr/p = factored moment resistance 

of polymer 
(Mu) Mf = factored moment 

p = hydraulic pressure of wet 
concrete in psf

R = rate of flow, height in feet 
per hour

Sp = section modulus of polymer 
section

Imperial Metric Definition
tp = total thickness of polymer section
T = temperature of concrete in

degrees Fahrenheit.
(φTn) Tr = factored tension resistance of

anchor
(Tu) Tf = factored tension

Tult = ultimate tension resistance
(φVn) Vr = factored shear resistance of

anchor
Vult = ultimate shear resistance
wp = weight of polymer section

6.0 Notat ion6.0 Notation
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(6) ACI-SP4 Formwork for Concrete
(7) Trow Report BRBS-0006542-H, September 27, 2001

For conventionally formed walls, the hydraulic pressure
from concrete placed with minimal vibrations can be
determined from the flow rate and the temperature (6).
p = 100 + 6000(R/T) 
This equation results in the following flow rates based on
the maximum recommended pressure of 29 kPa (600
psf):
8 ft per hour at 96˚F 
6 ft per hour at 72˚F 
4 ft per hour at 48˚F 
It should be noted that the above flow rates may be
exceeded for CONFORM, under suitable conditions. The
numerous webs in the CONFORM components help to
support the fresh concrete and reduce the hydraulic pres-
sure. In some cases, walls, 10 m (32') high, have been
poured in less than a few minutes at flow rates of 5 m per
minute (16 ft per minute) (7). However, only construction
personnel who are experienced with CONFORM and
with the behaviour of the concrete being supplied should
attempt high flow rates.
The slump of the concrete and the vibration of concrete
affect the development of lateral pressures. Internal
mechanical vibration can cause the hydraulic pressure to
increase significantly and is not recommended. However,
at anchor bolts, pockets and openings, a rubber mallet to
tap the face of the wall or small external mechanical vibra-
tors are recommended to ensure that there are no voids. 
The flow rates and the faces of the components should be
monitored during construction. Excessive flow rates or
extremely high slumps may result in significant bowing of
the face of the components, a bulge due to failure of a
web, a blow-out due to failure of the wall face or longitu-
dinal buckling of the wall components. The flow rates
and/or slump should be reduced if bowing of the wall
faces becomes significant. 
Conventional formwork and bracing are required at wall 
openings, intersections and corners. This formwork must
resist the hydraulic concrete pressures and the vertical
weight of wet concrete being supported. The formwork
must maintain the opening dimensions and the design
should follow standard practices for conventional concrete
formwork.

During construction, the unfilled or empty CONFORM
components for the walls of a building may be subjected
to the same wind load as the walls of a finished structure.
However, the wind load that is used for the design of a
building under construction is usually less than the wind
load for the finished structure. The contractor is responsi-
ble to ensure that the work is performed in a safe manner.
Lateral wind loads depend on the site location and the
prevalent weather conditions. Usually, lateral seismic
loads are not considered since the weight of the empty
CONFORM components is minimal.
The minimum recommended lateral load for temporary
construction conditions is 0.50 kPa [10 psf]. This value
equates to a reference wind velocity of approximately 65
km/h [40 mph] and a maximum wind gust velocity of 90
km/h [55 mph]. However the designer should consider
higher wind loads if warranted by the specific site condi-
tions or local standards.
The factored moment resistance of the empty 
CONFORM components must be greater than the fac-
tored moment due to wind loads. 

Mr/p ≥ Mf (Metric)
φMn/p ≥ Mu (Imperial)

Also, the wall deflection and the capacity of the connec-
tions may govern the acceptability of empty CONFORM
components during construction. 
The axial load from the weight of the empty CONFORM
components is negligible and, typically, the factored shear
does not govern. Usually, these items are not considered. 
Refer to Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 for the physical and
strength properties of the empty CONFORM compo-
nents.

6.3 Lateral Wall Loads



The empty CONFORM components are laterally sup-
ported by temporary bracing or by connection to permanent
structural steel framing. 
The design of temporary structural bracing follows stan-
dard construction practices for temporary conditions. The
size and location of whalers, rakers and anchors are spe-
cific for each project and local site conditions. 

  

For CONFORM, continuous horizontal whalers are
required at the top of the walls to keep the wall compo-
nents aligned. For walls over 5.5 meters (18 feet) high, a
second horizontal whaler is provided near mid height to
keep the empty components plumb before and during the
concrete placement. The rakers are spaced at 2 to 3
meters (6 to 10 feet) on center and are connected to the
whalers.

6.4 Temporary Bracing 6.4 Temporary  Brac ing
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CONFORM wp tp Sp Ip Mr/p EIp
kN/m2 mm 103 mm3 106 mm4 kN·m 109 N·mm2

CF4 0.12 100 311.2 15.56 4.98 56.0
CF6 0.13 150 497.2 37.33 7.96 134.4
CF8 0.14 200 698.0 64.80 11.17 251.3
CF8i 0.21(1) 200 638.4 73.29 10.05 263.9

(8) includes foam = 0.03kN/m2 (0.55 psf)

Table 6.1 Properties of Empty CONFORM Components
(Polymer only) – Metric Units – per meter 

Table 6.2 Properties of Empty CONFORM Components
(Polymer only) – Imperial Units – per foot 

CONFORM wp tp Sp Ip φMn/p EIp
lb/ft2 in in3 in4 ft·lb 106 lb·in2

CF4 2.48 3.94 5.79 11.40 1119 5.95
CF6 2.68 5.91 9.26 27.34 1790 14.27
CF8 2.91 7.87 12.98 51.12 2511 26.69
CF8i 4.36 (8) 7.87 11.68 53.68 2259 28.03



The connection of the wall to the whalers or permanent 
structural steel framing members is governed by the ten-
sion capacity of the fasteners to the face of the empty wall
components. The factored tension resistance must be
greater than the factored tension due to the wind loads. 

Tr ≥ Tf (Metric)
φTn ≥ Tu (Imperial)

The values in Table 6.3 and 6.4 provide a minimum factor
of safety of 2.0 for service wind loads under temporary
conditions. However, a higher safety factor may be
required depending on local weather conditions and the
length of time that the temporary conditions will exist. The
resistance capacity of the screws should be adjusted
accordingly.

Typically, the maximum spacing of fasteners is 400 mm at
the base and at the roof of two or more spans. The max-
imum spacing of fasteners is reduced to 200 mm at the
base and at the roof for walls over 4 m high and at girts
or whalers of two or more spans.
The most frequent cause of wall failure during construc-
tion is inadequate connection to supporting members or
inadequate bracing. There have been cases where dam-
age could have been prevented or minimized if a small
investment had been made on wall anchorage or bracing.
Again, the most effective means of achieving safety dur-
ing the construction is to have competent supervision dur-
ing erection and concrete placement.
For construction and bracing procedures refer to the
CONFORM Construction Guide.
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(9) Trow Report No. BR-06542-B, T94-14, September 7, 1994
(10) Trow Report No. BR-06542-B, T95-3A, July 31, 1995
(11) Trow Report No. BRBS-0006542-B, November 29, 2001
(12) Assumed same as #10 x 3/4" screw

Fastener
Type

Tult Vult φTn φVn
lb lb lb lb

#10-16 x 3/4" Screw 124(9) 272(10) 93 204
#14-10 x 3" Screw 180(11) 272(12) 135 204

Fastener
Type

Table 6.3 Fasteners in Empty CONFORM Components
– Metric Units – per Screw

Table 6.1 Properties of Empty CONFORM Components
– Imperial Units – per Screw

Tult Vult Tr Vr
kN KN kN kN

#10-16 x 3/4" Screw 0.55(9) 1.21(10) 0.41 0.91
#14-10 x 3" Screw 0.80(11) 1.21(12) 0.60 0.91
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Fig. 7.1 NTS
7.1.1 Design for Lateral Load due to Wind based on the following Assumptions:
• National Building Code of Canada
• Non-Fire Rated Construction
• Loadings

– Roof Dead Load (D) = 1.0 kPa
– Roof Snow Load (S)  = 2.0 kPa
– Roof Tributary Width = 5.45 m
– Lateral Wind Load (W) = 1.07 kPa
– Load Eccentricity (e) = 25 mm

7.1 Example #1 – 150 mm Concrete Wall (5000 mm) with CF8i

7. Illustrative Examples of Walls with CONFORM®

The purpose of these examples is to illustrate the CSA A23.3 and ACI 318 requirements for design of slender concrete
walls. Not all of the necessary checks are included in each example. Design engineers are encouraged to  check the
appropriate clauses of the codes.

150mm wall
with CF8i5000
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7.1.2 Material and Wall Properties assumed for the Purpose of this Example:
• Concrete properties

– φc = 0.65 – φs = 0.85– φm = 0.75– f’c = 25 MPa
– Ec = 4500 x √25 = 22,500 MPa (CSA A23.3, Eq.  8-2)– α1 = 0.85 - (0.0015 x 25) = 0.813 (CSA A23.3,  Eq.10-1) 
– β1 = 0.97 - (0.0025 x 25) = 0.908 (CSA A23.3,  Eq.10-2)

• Steel properties
– fy = 400 MPa         – Es = 200,000 MPa

• Wall properties
– lu = 5000 mm 
– tc = 139 mm (Table 3.4)
– wwall = 3.41 kN/m2 (Table 3.4)
– ei = 25 mm (initial out of plumb)

7.1.3 Check Slenderness Ratio
• Slenderness ratio of wall

=            = 36 
Since          < 50 , 1 layer of reinforcement is acceptable                                                               (CSA A23.3, Cl 23.2.3) 

 7.1.4 Calculate Factored Loads
• Consider load case: 1.25D + 1.4W + 0.5S
• Factored axial load at the top of panel

Pf/t = (1.25 x 1.0 + 0.5 x 2.0) 5.45 / 2 = 12.3 kN/m, e = 25 mm
• Factored panel weight above mid height

Pf/wall = 1.25 x 3.41 x 5.0 / 2 = 10.7 kN/m
• Factored axial load at mid height

Pf = 10.7 + 12.3 = 23.0 kN/m,      ei = 25 mm
• Factored lateral uniform load (wind)

wf = 1.4 x 1.07 = 1.5 kN/m2

5000
139

lutc
lutc
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7.1.5 Check Flexural Strength
• Assume reinforcing in center of section: 15M @ 500 mm centered

– As = 400 mm2/m
– d = 139 / 2 = 69.5 mm
– b = 1000 mm
– bc = 962 mm (Table 3.4)

• Effective cross-sectional area of reinforcement
Ase = = 468 mm2/m

• Depth of equivalent rectangular stress block
ae =  = 12.52 mm

• Factored moment resistance
Mr = 0.85  x 468 x 400 [69.5 - (12.52 / 2)] / 106 = 10.1 kN-m/m

7.1.6 Calculate Factored Moment
• Bending stiffness (based on As = 400 mm2):

Where   a  = = 10.70 mm
c =              = 11.79 mm

• Moment of inertia of cracked section
Icr =              + (CSA A23.3, Cl 23.3.1.3) 

=  + = 12.4 x 106 mm4/m
Kbf =  =  107.1 kN-m/m

• Moment magnifier
δb   =                                =  1.40

• Factored moment not including P-Δ effects
Mb  =                     +                         + 23.0 x 0.025 = 5.42 kN-m/m 

• Factored moment including P-Δ effects
Mf =  5.42 x 1.40 = 7.6 kN-m/m (CSA A23.3, Eq. 23-2)

• Therefore Mr > Mf - O.K -
(CSA A23.3, Eq. 23-3) 

400 x 0.85 x 4000.813 x 0.65 x 25 x 962

bcc3

3
Es As (d - c)2

Ec962 x 11.793

3 200,000 x 400 (69.5 - 11.79)2

22500
48 x 22500 x 12.4 x 106

5 x 5000 x 1000

10.70
0.908

1
23.00.75 x 107.1

0.85 x 800 x 400 + 23.0 x 10000.85 x 400

468 x 0.85 x 4000.813 x 0.65 x 25 x 962

1.5 x 5.02
8 12.3 x 0.0252

1- [ ]
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7.1.7 Check Deflection
• Consider load case: 1.0D + 1.0W + 0.5S
• Design parameters:

– ls = 0.9 (snow load importance factor for service load)
– lw = 0.75 (wind load importance factor for service load)
– Ig = 215 x 106 mm4/m (Table 3.4)
– wwall = 3.41 kN/m2

– Ps/t = (1.0 + 0.5 x 0.9 x 2.0) 5.45 = 10.4 kN/m; e = 25 mm
– Ps/wall = 3.41 x 5.0 / 2 = 8.5 kN/m
– Ps = 10.4 + 8.5 = 18.9 kN/m; ei = 25 mm
– ws = 0.75 x 1.07 = 0.80 kN/m2 (wind)

• Cracking moment
Mcr = = = 9.28 kN-m/m (CSA A23.3, Eq. 8-3 and 9-2)

• Service moment, not including P-Δ effects
Mbs  =  + + 18.9 x 0.025 = 3.10 kN-m/m
Initially assume Δs =          = = 50 mm

• Maximum moment in panel due to service loads,  including P-Δ effects
Ms =  3.10 + (18.9 x 0.050) = 4.05 < Mcr = 9.28 kN-m/m
Therefore  Ie = Ig = 215 x 106 mm4/m

Kbs =  = = 1858 kN-m/m
δbs  = = =  1.01   

Ms =  4.05 x 1.01  =  4.09 kN-m/m
• Therefore Ms < Mcr -OK-

Δs =           = = 2.2 mm < 50 mm -OK-

7.1.8 Design Summary Based on Assumed Load Cases 
• Vertical reinforcing: 15M @ 500 mm, centered
• Horizontal reinforcing: 10M @ 333 mm, centered
• Reinforcement weight per m2 = (           +          ) 7.85 kg = 5.50 kg/m2   (1.13 lb/ft2)

0.80 x 5.02
8

48EcIc5L2

PsKbs

200500

fr Igyt
0.6 √25 x 215139 / 2

10.4 x 0.0252lu100
5000
100

48 x 22500 x 215 x 106

5 x 50002 x 1000
1 1

18.91858

100333

MsKbs
4.09 x 10001858

1- [ ] 1- [ ]
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7.1.9 Other Considerations
• Other items, as required, shall be included in the wall design such as:

– Other load cases
– Lateral seismic loads, specifically loads on non-ductile connections 
– Lateral loads adjacent to openings and at piers between openings
– Lateral and vertical loads on headers that span across openings
– Equipment loads suspended from walls
– Temporary load conditions during construction. See Section 6.0 and Section 7.0 Example #3
– Refer to: Concrete Design Handbook by Cement Association of Canada, Chapter 13
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Fig. 7.2 NTS
7.2.1 Design Data
• International Building Code
• ACI 318 Concrete Design Standard
• Material properties

– Concrete f’c = 4000 psi (wc = 150pcf)
– Reinforcing steel  fy = 60,000 psi

• Loadings
– Roof Dead Load (D) = 25 psf
– Roof Live Load (L) = 20 psf
– Wind Load (W)  = 30 psf (service level)

7.2.2 Trial Wall Section
• Wall properties

– h      = 7.67 in
– wc = 96.5 psf (Table 3.3)
– b = 12”
– bc = 11.54” (Table 3.3)
– Load eccentricity (e) =            -        = 2.50 in

7.2 Example #2 - 8” Concrete Wall (25’-0”) with CF8

7.672 43

8” Wall
with CF8

24’-0”

1’-0” 40’-0” span

OWSJ at 6’-0” on center
4” Bearing
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• Try a single layer of No. 5 @ 13   ” (333 mm) vertical reinforcement (As = 0.28 in2/ft) at centerline of wall.
For a 1-ft wide design strip: p (gross) =          =                       = 0.0032 > 0.0012 -OK-

(ACI 318, Cl 14.3.2)
7.2.3 Load Distribution
• Distribution width of concentrated loads at mid-height of wall

– w = 8 in (width of bearing plate)
– s = 6.0 ft (joist spacing)

w +        =         +          = 13.7 ft (ACI 318, Cl 14.8.2.5)
s = 6.0 ft (governs); therefore consider as a uniform load
Assume initial wall eccentricity  ei =                  = 0.75 < 1.0 in minimum
Use ei = 1.0 in

7.2.4 Roof Loading
• Roof loading per foot width of wall

– Dead load = 25 x = 500 plf
– Live load = 20 x        = 400 plf
– Wall dead load = 96.5 x (       + 1) = 1254 plf (at mid-height)

7.2.5 Consider Load Combination U = 1.2D + 1.6Lr + 0.8W
• Factored axial load at mid height

Pu = Pu1 + Pu2

Pu1 = (1.2 x 0.50) + (1.6 x 0.40) = 1.24 kips
Pu2 = 1.4 x 1.25 = 1.50 kips
Pu = 1.24 + 1.50 = 2.74 kips

• Factored moment at mid-height
Mu = (ACI 318, Eq.14-6)

Mua=            + + Puei

= + +  
= 2.09 ft-kips = 25.1 in-kips

1
8

0.2811.54 x 7.67
Asbch

lc2 812 242

24 x 12400

wulc2

8

402

242

Mua
5Pulc2

(0.75) 48 EcIcr
Pu1e

2
0.8 x 0.030 x 242

8
1.24 x (2.5 / 12)2 2.74 x 1.012

402

1- [ ]
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Ec = 57,000 x √4000 = 3,605,000 psi (ACI 318, Cl 8.5.1)
Icr = n Ase,w(d - c)2 + (ACI 318, Eq.14-7)
n =         = = 8.0 > 6.0  -OK-
Ase,w= As + = 0.28 + = 0.33 in2 / ft
a =                  = = 0.50 in
c =          = = 0.59 in

• Therefore,
Icr = 8.0 x 0.33 x ( - 0.59)2 + = 28.6 in4 (ACI 318, Eq. 14-7)
εt = (           ) dt - 0.003

= (            x   ) - 0.003 = 0.0165 > 0.005
• Therefore, section is tension controlled
φ = 0.9 (ACI 318, Cl 9.3.2)
Mu = = 36.2 in-kips (ACI 318, Eq. 14-6)

7.2.6 Consider Load Combination U = 1.2D + 1.6W + 0.5Lr
• Factored axial load at mid height

Pu1 = (1.2 x 0.50) + (0.5 x 0.40) = 0.8 kips
Pu2 = 1.4 x 1.25 = 1.50 kips
Pu = 0.8 + 1.50 = 2.3 kips

• Factored moment at mid-height
Mua =                             +                         +  

= 3.73 ft-kips = 44.8 in-kips
Ase,w = 0.28 +                       = 0.32 in2 / ft
a =                            = 0.49 in
c =           = 0.58 in.

1.6 x 0.03 x 242

8

a
β1

7.67
2

11.54 x 0.593

3
0.003

c0.003
0.59

7.67
2

25.1
5 x 2.74 x (24 x 12)2

0.75 x 48 x 3605 x 28.6

0.8 x (2.5 / 12)2 2.30 x 1.012

2.3 x 7.672 x 60 x 3.83
0.32 x 600.85 x 4 x 11.54

0.49
0.85

0.50
0.85

bcc3

3
EsEc Puh

2fyd
2.74 x 7.67

2 x 60 x 3.83

29,000
3605

Ase,wfy0.85f’cbc
0.33 x 60

0.85 x 4 x 11.54

1- [ ]
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• Therefore,
Icr = 8 x 0.32 (         - 0.58)2 + = 28.4 in4 (ACI 318, Eq. 14-7)
φ = 0.9 (ACI 318, Cl 9.3.2)
Mu = = 60.4 in-kips (ACI 318, Eq. 14-6)

7.2.7 Check if Section is Tension-controlled
• Assume section is tension-controlled φ = 0.9

Pn = 
• U = 1.2D + 1.6Lr + 0.8W

Pu = 2.74 kips
• U = 1.2D + 1.6Lr + 0.5W

Pu = 2.30 kips
• Therefore Pu = 2.74 kips governs

Pn =          =          = 3.04 kips 
a =                           =                                                             = 0.506 in

c =          =            = 0.595 in

εt =             (d - c) =             x (        - 0.595) = 0.016 > 0.005
• Therefore, section is tension-controlled.

7.2.8 Determine Mcr
• Calculate uncracked moment capacity
Ig =      bch3 =       x 11.54 x 7.673 = 434 in4

yt =         = 3.83 in
fr = 7.5λ√f’c = 7.5 x 1.0 x √4000 = 474.3 psi (ACI 318, Eq. 9-9)
Mcr =         =                       = 53.7 in-kips 

Pu
φ

Pu
φ

2.74
0.9

(Pnh / 2d) + Asfy
0.85f’cbc

[3.04 x 7.67 / (2 x 2.83)] + (0.28 x 60)
0.85 x 4 x 11.54

a
0.85

0.506
0.85

0.003
c

0.003
0.595

7.67
2 

1
12

1
12

frIgyt
474.3 x 4342.83 x 1000

7.67
2 

7.67
2 

11.54 x 0.583

3

44.8
5 x 2.3 x (24 x 12)2

0.75 x 48 x 3605 x 28.41- [ ]



7.2.9 Check Design Moment Strength φMn
• Load comb. U = 1.2D + 1.6Lr + 0.8W

Mn = 0.33 x 60 x (         -         ) = 71.0 in-kips
φMn = 0.9 x 71.0 = 63.9 in-kips       
φMn > Mu = 36.2 in-kips and > Mcr = 53.7 in-kips -OK-

(ACI 318, Cl 14.8.2)
• Load comb. U = 1.2D + 1.6W + 0.5Lr (ACI 318, Cl 14.8.3)

Mn = 0.32 x 60 x (         -         ) = 68.9 in-kips
φMn = 0.9 x 68.9 = 62.0 in-kips  
φMn > Mu = 60.4 in-kips and > Mcr = 53.7 in-kips       -OK-

7.2.10 Check Vertical Stress at Mid-height Section
• Load comb. U = 1.2D + 1.6Lr + 0.8W governs

=                       = 31.0 psi < 0.06f’c = 0.06 x 4000 = 240 psi           -OK-
(ACI 318, Cl 14.8.2.6)

7.2.11 Check Mid-height Deflection Δs
• Maximum moment at mid-height of wall due to service lateral 

and eccentric vertical loads, including P∆ effects = Ma

Ma = Msa + Ps∆s

Msa =           +          + Psei =                      +                                + 
= 2.43 ft-kips = 29.2 in-kips

Ps = Ps1 + Ps2 = (0.5 + 0.4) + 1.25 = 2.15 kips
Mcr = 53.7 in-kips
∆cr =               =                                  = 0.30 in (ACI 318, Eq. 14-10)

• For Ma <     Mcr

∆s = x ∆cr
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PuAg

23

27407.67 x 11.54

wlc2

8
Psle2 0.030 x 242

8
(0.5 + 0.4)(2.5 / 12)2

5Mcrlc2

48EcIg
5 x 53.7 x (24 x 12)2

48 x 3605 x 434

MaMcr

7.67
2

0.49
2 

7.67
2 

0.50
2 

2.15 x 112
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• Since ∆s is a function of Ma and Ma is a function of ∆s, no closed form solution for ∆s is possible.
∆s will be determined by iteration. 
Assume ∆s =          x ∆cr =           x 0.30 = 0.15 in
Ma = Msa + Ps∆s = 27.2 + (2.15 x 0.15) = 27.5 in-kips

∆s = x ∆cr =           x 0.30 = 0.15 in (ACI 318, Eq. 14-9)
• No further iterations are required.

Ma = 27.5 in-kips <       Mcr =       x 53.7 = 35.8 in-kips        -OK-
• Therefore,

∆s = 0.15 in <         =                  = 1.92 in       -OK-
• The wall is adequate with No. 5 @ 13    ” vertical reinforcement
• Use No. 4 @ 13    ” horizontal reinforcement
• Reinforcement weight per ft2 =          +          = 1.57 psf  (7.66 kg/m2) 

7.2.12 Other Considerations
• Other items, as required, shall be included in the wall design such as:

– Other load cases
– Lateral seismic loads, specifically loads on non-ductile connections 
– Lateral loads adjacent to openings and at piers between openings
– Lateral and vertical loads on headers that span across openings
– Equipment loads suspended from walls
– Temporary load conditions during construction 
– Refer to: Notes on ACI 318 Requirements for Structural Concrete by Portland Cement Association, Chapter 21 

and Examples

lc150

MaMcr
27.553.7

24 x 12150

1.041.09 0.671.09

23 23

18

18

MsaMcr
27.253.7



Fig. 7.3 NTS
7.3.1 Design for Lateral Load due to Wind based on the following Assumptions
• National Building Code of Canada
• Temporary Lateral Wind Load (W) 

– Wind pressure (p) = ±0.48 kPa

7.3.2 Check Flexural Moment
• For void wall self-weight is negligible and slenderness effect is ignored. Flexural moments, only, are considered.
• Factored moment at girt (full wind loading)

Mf =           =                            = 1.44 kN·m/m
• Factored moment at mid-span (unbalanced wind loading)

Mf =           =                            = 1.05 kN·m/m
Considered conservative for 2 span conditions with 25% unbalanced load and large 
span not more than 20% greater than short span.

7.3 Example #3 – CF8i Construction Conditions (8300 mm)
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CF8i Formwork

pflu2

8 1.5 x 0.48 x 4.02
8

pflu2

11 1.5 x 0.48 x 4.02
11

4000

4000

300



Therefore Mf max = Mf at girt = 1.44 kN·m/m
• Factored moment resistance of polymer

Mr/p = 10.05 kN·m/m (Table 6.1)
• Therefore Mr/p ≥ Mf -OK-

7.3.3 Check Deflection
• Consider service moment at mid-span between supports.

Ms ≈          =                = 0.55 kN·m/m
Δs ≈              =                                  = 3.5 mm (Table 6.1)

• Assume allowable deflection 1/120 of span.
Δa =            = 33.3 mm

• Therefore Δa ≥ Δs -OK-

7.3.4 Check Connections
• Connection at roof #14x3" screws @ 333 mm.

Tf ≈ (p f)              (s) =1.5 x 0.48 x                     x 0.333 = 0.55 kN/screw
Tr = 0.60 kN/screw (Table 6.3)

• Therefore Tr ≥ Tf -OK-
• Connection at girt #14x3" screw @ 167 mm

Tf ≈ 1.25 pf(lu)s = 1.25 x 1.5 x 0.48 x 4.0 x 0.167 = 0.60 kN/screw
Tr = 0.60 kN/screw (Table 6.3)

• Therefore Tr ≥ Tf -OK-
• Connection at base, #14x3" screw @ 400 mm

Tf ≈ p f (     )s = 1.5 x 0.48 x        x 0.400 = 0.58 kN/screw
Tr = 0.60 kN/screw (Table 6.3)

• Therefore Tr ≥ Tf -OK-
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Fig. 7.4a NTS
7.4.1 Design for Lateral Load due to Soil Pressure based on thefollowing Assumptions
• ACI Standard 318
• Superimposed Axial Loads (D) (L)

- Dead load = 365 lbs/ft
- Live load = 615 lbs/ft

• Lateral Soil Load (H)
- Density = 100 psf
- Surcharge = 50 psf
- Equivalent soil pressure coefficient = 0.30

• f’c = 2500 psi 
• fy = 60,000 psi
• Combustible Type 5 Unprotected Construction
• Use unreinforced concrete for sustained loads such as lateral soil pressure

7.4.2 Check Slenderness Ratio
• Slenderness ratio of wall

=                          = 61.4 (Table 3.4)

Since         ≤ 75, consider design based on ACI 318 Clause 22.5. (Figure 5.2)

7.4 Example #4 – 6” Foundation Wall (8’-1”) with CF8i
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7.4.3 Calculate Axial Load
• Factored axial load at mid height from self weight and superimposed loads

Self Weight = Ps = w      =  71.2 x         = 288 lbs/ft (Table 3.4)
• For Load Case 1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H

Pu = 1.2 x (288 + 365) + (1.6 x 615) = 1768 lbs/ft
• For Load Case 0.9D + 1.6H 

Pu = 0.9 x (288 + 365) = 588 lbs/ft

7.4.4 Calculate Flexural Moment
• Factored moment due to lateral soil pressure. 

Fig. 7.4b NTS

Vu = 0 at 5.22 ft from top
Mu = 707 ft·lbs/ft

7.4.5 Check Stress at Compression Face from Flexure and Maximum Axial Load
• Factored compression stress 

=        +        =                   +              = 175.5 psi
• Factored compression resistance stress 

= φ 0.60 f’c [1- (        )2] (ACI 318, Eq. 22.5)
= 0.55 x 0.6 x 2500 x [1- (                 )2] = 571.9 psi

• Factored compression resistance stress ≤ Factored compression stress. -OK-
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7.4.6 Check Stress at Tension Face from Flexure and Minimum Axial Load
• Factored tension stress  

=        –        =                  –               = 138.2 psi (Table 3.4.)
• Factored tension resistance stress 

= φ5.0√f’c = 0.55 x 5.0 x √2500 = 137.5 psi (ACI 318, Eq. 22-2)
• Factored tension resistance stress ≈ Factored tension stress.
• Overstress of 0.5% is negligible and is ignored. Therefore wall is acceptable. -OK-

7.4.7 Check Deflection
• Deflection is based on long term sustained soil pressure.

Ms =        =          = 442 ft·lbs/ft

Δs ≈ =                                 = 0.03 in

where  EI =               =                                             = 149.4 x 106 lb·in2 (Table 3.4.)

BD = 2.0 for long term deflection due to sustained loads
• Assume allowable deflection is lc / 400 of span for walls. 

Δa = 97 / 400 = 0.24 in
• Therefore Δa ≥ Δs -OK-

7.4.8 Check Shear
• Factored Shear at base of wall 

Vu = Ru = 559 lbs/ft (Figure 7.4b)
• Factored Shear Resistance of wall 
φVu = φ √f’cAc = 0.55 x       x √2500 x 63.11 = 2314 lbs/ft ACI 318 (Eq. 22-9)

• Factored Shear Resistance of Dowels #5 @ 2' 2" on center
φVn = φ Avf fy μ = 0.75 x          x 60,000 x 0.6 = 3857 lbs/ft ACI 318 (Eq. 11-25) 

• Therefore φVn ≥ Vu -OK-
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7.4.9 Other Considerations
• Other items, as required, shall be included in the wall design, such as:

– Lateral loads adjacent to openings and at piers between openings
– Lateral and vertical loads on headers that span across openings
– Concentrated vertical loads on walls
– Temporary conditions during construction. See Section 6.0 
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Table of Conversions – Metric vs Imperial
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Metric Units Multiply by Imperial Units Multiply by Metric Units
Length
mm 0.03937 in 25.400 mm
mm2 1.550 x 10-3 in2 0.6452 x 103 mm2

mm3 0.06102 x 10-3 in3 16.39 x 103 mm3

mm4 2.403 x 10-6 in4 0.4162 x 106 mm4

mm2/m 0.4724 x 10-3 in2/ft 2.117 x 103 mm2/m
mm3/m 0.0186 x 10-3 in3/ft 53.763 x 103 mm3/m
mm4/m 0.7323 x 10-3 in4/ft 1.3656 x 103 mm4/m
m 3.2808 ft 0.30480 m
m2 10.764 ft2 0.09290 m2

m3 1.30814 yd3 0.7644 m3

Mass
kg 2.205 lb 0.4536 kg
kg/m 0.6719 lb/ft 1.488 kg/m
kg/m2 0.2048 lb/ft2 (psf) 4.883 kg/m2

kg/m3 0.06242 lb/ft3 (pcf) 16.021 kg/m3

kg/m3 1.6853 lbs/yd3 0.59335 kg/m3

Force
kgf 0.2248 lbf 4.448 kgf
N 0.2248 lbf 4.448 N
kN 224.8 lbf 4.448 x 10-3 kN
kN/m 68.52 lbf /ft 0.01459 kN/m
kgf /m2 0.02089 lbf /ft2 48.81 kgf /m2

kPa (kN/m2) 20.89 lbf /ft2 0.04788 kPa (kN/m2)
MPa 145.03 lbf /in2 (psi) 6.895 x 10-3 MPa
kN/m3 6.366 lbf /ft3 0.1571 kN/m3

Moment 
kN·m 0.7376 ft·Kips 1.356 kN·m
kN·m/m 224.8 ft·lbf /ft 4.448 x 10-3 kN·m/m
Stiffness
N·mm2/m 0.1062 x 10-3 lb·in2/ft 9.415 x 103 N·mm2/m

Metric Units Multiply by Metric Units Multiply by Metric Units
kN/m 1.00 N/mm 1.00 kN/m
kPa 102.0 kgf /m2 9.807 x 10-3 kPa
MPa 1.00 N/mm2 1.00 MPa

Units Multiply by Units Multiply by Units
kg 9.806 kgf 0.1020 kg
kg 9.806 x 10-3 kN 102.0 kg
lb 1.00 lbf 1.00 lb

APPENDIX A – Conversion Table

Table of Conversions – Metric to Metric

Table of Conversions – Mass to Weight



Material Density

CSA Steel Reinforcing Bars - Metric Designation

ASTM Steel Reinforcing Bars - Imperial Designation

Quantity of Concrete - Metric Units

Quantity of Concrete - Imperial Units
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Material Metric Metric Imperialkg/m3 kN/m3 lbf /ft3

Water 1000 9.806 62.4
Polymer 1470 14.42 91.8
Concrete 2323 22.78 145

Steel 7850 76.98 490

Bar Size Nominal Diameter Nominal Area Nominal Massmm mm2 kg/m
10M 11.3 100 0.785
15M 16.0 200 1.570
20M 19.5 300 2.355
25M 25.2 500 3.925
30M 29.9 700 5.495

Bar Size Nominal Diameter Nominal Area Nominal Weightin in2 lb/ft
#3 0.375 0.11 0.376
#4 0.500 0.20 0.668
#5 0.625 0.31 1.043
#6 0.750 0.44 1.502
#7 0.875 0.60 2.044
#8 1.000 0.79 2.670
#9 1.128 1.00 3.400

CONFORM® CF4 CF6 CF8 CF 8i
Square Metres of Wall Area 11.1 m2 7.2 m2 5.4 m2 7.5 m2
Per Cubic Metre of Concrete

Cubic Metres of Concrete 0.0903 m3 0.1385 m3 0.1867 m3 0.1336 m3
Per Square Metre of Wall Area

CONFORM® CF4 CF6 CF8 CF 8i
Square Feet of Wall Area 91 ft2 59 ft2 44 ft2 61 ft2

Per Cubic Yard of Concrete
Cubic Yards of Concrete 0.0110 yd3 0.0169 yd3 0.0227 yd3 0.0164 yd3

Per Square Foot of Wall Area

APPENDIX B – General Information



We hope you found this guide informative while 
designing your project using CONFORM®.
As always, our main goal at Nuform Building
Technologies Inc. is to ensure that our valued 
customers are 100% satisfied with our service and with
CONFORM. Should you have any questions or com-
ments, we would like to hear from you. You may contact
us at the following:
Please visit the Technical Section of our web site at
www.nuformdirect.com for the latest version of this guide.
Please forward us any suggestions or comments for
improving this guide. All suggestions for improvements
will be given full consideration for future revisions.

PURCHASER IS SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR DETERMINING THE SUITABILITY FOR
USE OR APPLICATION OF ANY GOODS, INCLUDING COMPONENTS THEREOF, OR
WHETHER SUCH GOODS MEET REQUIREMENTS OF APPLICABLE BUILDING
CODES OR SAFETY CODES FOR SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS.

© 2012 Nuform Building Technologies Inc. All rights reserved. Reasonable
efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy of this publication; howev-
er, any information and data contained herein is subject to change without
notice.
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